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Abstract— This paper describes the design and development
of an automated construction quality assessment robot system
(QuicaBot) for hollowness, crack, evenness, alignments and
inclination problems. To the best of our knowledge, this work
is the first attempt to pave the way towards a fully autonomous
robotic system for post construction quality assessment of
buildings. The main goal of the novel robot is twofold: to
systematize the manual inspection work through automation
resulting in more reliable and objective inspection reports, and
to speed up the inspection process resulting in a cost reduction.
Based-on our initial on-site tests, the developed robot increases
the overall efficiency in all the aforementioned five problems.

Post construction quality assessment of buildings is an
indispensable procedure in construction industry which is
currently executed by manual inspectors. In a standard daily
operation, 2-3 inspectors are needed to complete the manual
assessment procedure. Such a fully manual inspection is
subjected to several errors because of executing the operation
in an incorrect way or the use of inaccurate inspection tools.
What is more, the inspection accuracy may decrease over
time. Last but not the least, in most of the time, manual
inspection has to be done during the daytime. Motivated
by this time-consuming, tiresome and unexciting procedure,
we propose a novel automated post construction quality
assessment robot system as shown in Fig. 1. The proposed
system consists of a cloud-based mobile robot, a 2D laser
scanner, a color camera, a thermal camera, a heater and
an inclinometer, which have been technically validated for
their assessment capabilities [1]. Even though aerial vehicles
are usually used to inspect a dam [2] or vessel [3], a
mobile vehicle is selected in this research considering the
loading capacity and inspection stability. To the best of
our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to pave the
way towards a fully autonomous robotic system for post
construction quality assessment of buildings.
Even if there are more problems in construction quality
assessment operations which are still manually inspected,
only five of them are considered in this investigation: hollowness, crack, evenness, alignment, and inclination. Motivated
by the developments in infrared thermography technology
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Fig. 1: A novel post-construction quality assessment robot.

[4], [5], a thermal camera is preferred for hollowness assessment. For automatic crack assessment, many researches
have proposed the use of color cameras for some specific
environments, such as subway tunnel [6], flexible pavement
surfaces [7], [8], and bridge decks [9]. Motivated by these
successful applications, a color camera is preferred for the
crack detection in this investigation. By using a 2D laser
scanner, evenness is assessed by checking the deviation of
the extracted line segments which have been mostly used
to build a 2D environment map and localize a mobile robot
[10], [11]. In this investigation, our novel robotic system
also proposes an assessment methodology which can give
the angle between the two walls accurately. To calculate
this angle, a number of plane extraction methods [12]–
[14] have been proposed to extract a plane from the sensor
data. Finally, an inclinometer is used to assess the ground
inclination. The five aforementioned defects and their corresponding automated assessment algorithms are elaborated
experimentally to validate the robustness of the proposed
novel assessment robot system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the sensors
and their related mechanisms are briefly introduced in Section II and the proposed algorithms are presented in Section
III. The experimental results are given in Section IV. Finally,
some conclusions are drawn from this study in Section V.
II. S ENSORS AND M ECHANISMS
The selected sensors for QuicaBot are shown in Fig. 2
and the related mechanisms are shown in Fig. 3. The field
of view for the FLIR thermal camera is 25 × 18.8 degrees,
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Fig. 3: 3D model for the designed mechanisms.

AGS005 inclinometer

Fig. 2: Selected sensors for QuicaBot.

and its working frequency is around 30Hz. This thermal
camera is used to capture thermal images after heating the
assessed environment for a short time by using a heater. To
cover a larger capture area at a fixed location, this thermal
camera is mounted on a pan-tilt device as shown in Fig.
3a. Based on the thermal images, the hollow defects can be
extracted successfully. However, in the manual assessment,
the inspector needs hold a metal rod and slide it inch by inch
while keeping a tight contact with the assessed tiles. During
this process, the hollowness is assessed by distinguishing
the generated sound from the friction of the metal rod and
the tiles. Even for an experienced inspector, long assessment
time is needed to complete the hollowness assessment of a
room unit. Moreover, the hollow shape of a tile cannot be
assessed by using only the friction sound. On the other hand,
in the proposed autonomous robot, it can be clearly extracted
from the captured thermal image.
A low cost color camera is mounted on the top of the
thermal camera to capture color images for crack assessment.
Nine color images are captured in different directions by
controlling the pan-tilt device while the robot is stationary.
Currently, high resolution color camera are the most common
method for crack assessment which has been used to detect
the cracks for vessel [3] and bridge maintenance [15] successfully. When compared to the visual checking in manual
assessment, automatic crack assessment can not only achieve
a more accurate result in a relatively shorter time but also
the length and shape of the crack can be obtained.
A SICK LMS500 laser scanner is selected to assess the
evenness of the ground and walls as well as the alignment
of walls. This laser scanner has a scanning range of 190
degrees with a measurement accuracy of 6 millimeters,
and its maximum working frequency is 100 HZ with the
measurement resolution of 1 degree. In our following set
of experiments, we choose the angular resolution of 0.3333

degree with the working frequency of 50Hz. For evenness
assessment, this laser scanner is mounted on a device which
has a rotation range of 90 degrees. By controlling the device
rotation and scanning with an interval angle of 2 degrees, 45
scans can be obtained during the assessment process which
takes more samples than the five samples of the manual
evenness assessment process for one wall. This laser scanner
with the rotation device can also be used to construct a 3D
model for the assessment environment [16].
To realize the alignment assessment, the rotation device
with the laser scanner is mounted on a linear actuator
as shown in Fig. 3b to obtain four 2D scans at different
heights. The first two scans and the remaining two scans are
respectively used to extract planes from the scanned walls
for calculating the angles of adjacent walls. Traditionally,
the inspectors need to keep a set square horizontally [17]
while one edge is tightly contacted with one wall. The
alignment of the two walls is assessed by checking the gap
between the other edge of the set square and the second
wall. An error may easily be introduced if the set square
is not accurately held in a horizontal direction because of
inspector’s exhaustion or lack of experience.
Finally, a POSITAL AGS005 inclinometer is selected
to assess the inclination of the ground. When compared
to the spirit level of manual assessment and the strain
sensors [18] for inclination estimation, this inclinometer is
more appropriate to be installed on the proposed QuicaBot.
This inclinometer has a measurement resolution of 0.001
degree and measurement accuracy of 0.01 degree with the
measurement range of 8 degrees. In addition, the inclination
angles on both x and y axes can be simultaneously obtained.
III. A SSESSMENT A LGORITHMS
A. Hollowness assessment
Since a temperature increase on tiles with and without hollowness has significantly different characteristics, captured
thermal images can be used to extract the hollow feature.
In Algorithm 1, the pseudo-code of the proposed hollowness
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assessment algorithm is presented. An sample image in Fig. 4
is used to illustrate the detailed procedures of the algorithm.
The original image is shown in Fig. 4(a) where the maximum
red value of the image is obtained due to the fact that the
red color in a thermal image represents the high temperature.
After blurring the image, the pixels with lower temperature
than a threshold value are set as white and the contrast of
the remaining pixels is reduced as in Fig. 4(b).
Algorithm 1: Proposed hollowness assessment algorithm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

input : A thermal image T
output: The sum of the hollowness areas
BlurImage ← blur(T );
M axRed ← F indM axRGB(BlurImage);
for i-th row in BlurImage do
for j-th column in BlurImage do
if BlurImage(i, j) < (M axRed − threshold) then
BlurImage(i, j).SetW hite();
else
BlurImage(i, j).ReduceContrast;
end
end
end
BlurImage.border.SetW hite();
BlurImage.T opHat();
GreyImage ← ColorT oGrey(BlurImage);
N ewBlurImage ← blur(GreyImage);
ContourSet ← ContourExtraction(N ewBlurImage);
HollowArea = 0.0;
for i-th contour in ContourSet do
if ContourSet[i].isclose()&&ContourSet[i].size() >
LimN um then
T.plot(ContourSet[i]);
HollowArea+ = ContourSet[i].area();
end
end

plotted hollow contours is shown in Fig. 4(d).
B. Crack assessment
When compared to hollowness assessment, crack assessment is more difficult because of the small size of the crack
features. A detailed image processing algorithm for crack
extraction is proposed in Algorithm 2, and the corresponding
example for illustrating the process is shown in Fig. 5. For
assessing the crack located on the tiles, the joint of the
two adjacent tiles is a confusing feature because it has a
similar size and color with a real crack. Therefore, it may
lead an incorrect assessment result. To eliminate these types
of confusions, line segments are firstly extracted from the
image in Fig. 5(a) and plotted onto the original image as
shown in Fig. 5(b). In the line segments extraction process,
a blurred color image is firstly converted to a grey image and
the edges of this image are detected. These extracted edges
are taken as the input of the process of the line extraction.
Algorithm 2: Proposed crack assessment algorithm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

To obtain the closed boundaries for the hollow defects,
the T opHat method is used, and the contours of the corresponding grey image are extracted. However, even though the
image is blurred, not all the extracted contours are closed as
in Fig. 4(c). As a matter of fact, the contour of a real hollow
area should be closed especially filling the image borders
as white. A closure state checking method is developed to
check whether the extracted contour is closed or not. If the
contour is closed and its length is bigger than a threshold
value, the area located in the interior of this contour is
considered as being the hollow defect. Eventually, the hollow
areas are simultaneously summed for the features satisfying
the previous hollow conditions. The original image with the

(a)

(b)

(c)
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input : A color image C
output: Boundaries of the crack defects
BlurImage ← blur(C);
GreyImage ← ColorT oGrey(BlurImage);
EdgeImage ← EdgeDetection(GreyImage);
LineSet ← LineExtraction(EdgeImage);
C.plot(LineSet);
C.BlackHat();
N ewBlurImage ← blur(C);
BinaryImage ← GreyT oBinary(N ewBlurImage);
ContourSet ← ContourExtraction(BinaryImage);
for i-th contour in ContourSet do
if ContourSet[i].size() > LimN um then
C.plot(ContourSet[i]);
end
end

Based on the image in Fig. 5(b), a BlackHat method
is applied to extract the crack related features. To reduce
the redundant features, the output image is converted into
a binary image by comparing the pixel grey value with a
threshold value. The binary image with the extracted features
is shown in Fig. 5(c), from which it can be seen that
some small segments are incorrectly considered as cracks.
A further filter method is used to neglect the small segments
by checking the continuous pixel size of a candidate feature.
Eventually, the contours of all the segments are extracted
and the contour size is filtered with a threshold value. The

(a)

(d)

Fig. 4: (a) Original thermal image; (b) Pixels with high temperature; (c) Extracted contours; (d) Final contours plotted
on the original image.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: (a) Original color image; (b) Blurred image with
extracted line segments; (c) Binary image; (d) Extracted
contours for the crack features.
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final output is the original image with the filtered contours
of cracks as shown in Fig. 5(d).
C. Evenness assessment
The raw sensor data coming from the 2D laser scanner
should firstly divided into different groups because they
may belong to different objects. In Algorithm 3, in the
beginning, a group of raw data are separated into many
groups in two cases. One is when measuring the distance
of the two contiguous points have a big difference, the other
one is that the angle of the two vectors constituted by four
contiguous points is beyond a limit value. For the raw sensor
data in each group, a line segment is extracted by using
the least squares method. The reader is encouraged to refer
to [10] for the detailed derivation of the equations for the
line extraction. The average deviation of the extracted line
segment is calculated and the point having the maximum
deviation is selected. Each data group is further segmented
as two at this selected point when the average deviation of
its extracted line segment is not less than a limit value.
After extracting a line segment for each group of sensor
data, the contiguous line segments need to be merged to
avoid over-segmentation if these line segments belong to
the same wall or ground. This merging process is realized
by checking the minimum distance and angle of the two
line segments. However, the short line segments extracted
from less than five data points may exist in the previous
segmentation. These short line segments and its neighboring
line segment may lead to a large angle, but actually these two
line segments may belong to the same scanned object. As a
further merging process, two noncontiguous line segments
satisfying the merging conditions are merged as one if at
most two short line segments are located in the middle of
these two line segments.

When the previous segmentation and merging steps are
finished, the evenness of the scanned object can be assessed
by checking the average deviation or maximum deviation
of the corresponding line segment. If one of these two
deviations is beyond the corresponding limit value, this wall
or ground is considered as uneven.
D. Alignment assessment
Alignment assessment with a laser scanner needs two 2D
scans which have to be obtained in different translational
heights or tilt angles. In Algorithm 4, the assumption is
that the two scans are obtained and the line segments are
extracted from each scan by using Algorithm 3. In the
beginning, line segments of each scan with the length of
longer than 0.5 meter are selected, because narrow walls
are also neglected in manual inspection. Then, planes are
constituted based on these two groups of line segments, and
each line segment in this process is used only once. The line
segments, which are used to construct planes, are disabled
in the following constitution process.
For two spatial line segments, coplanarity is firstly checked
by calculating the distance between one of their four endpoints and a plane constituted by other three endpoints. If this
point is far from the temporarily constructed plane, these two
line segments cannot constitute a plane. For a wall having
an opening like a door, two line segments are extracted from
raw sensor data by scanning the door part. If both scans
are obtained from the door part, it is not correct that the

Algorithm 4: Proposed alignment assessment algorithm

1
2
3
4

Algorithm 3: Proposed evenness assessment algorithm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

input : A 2D sensor scan s
output: Line segments with eligible or ineligible flag
GroupSet ← GroupSegment(s);
while i-th group in {GroupSet} do
T empLine ← LineExt(GroupSet[i]);
if T empLine.AveDev < LimDev then
LineSet.add(T empLine);
else
(g1 , g2 ) ← F urtherSegment(GroupSet[i]);
GroupSet.swap(GroupSet[i], [g1 , g2 ]);
i = i − 1;
end
end
LineSet ← LineM erge(LineSet);
LineSet ← F urtherM erge(LineSet);
while j-th line lj in {LineSet} do
if lj .M axDev > LimM axDev ||
lj .AveDev > LimAveDev then
lj .f lag = true;
else
lj .f lag = f alse;
end
end

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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input : Two line sets SetOne, SetT wo
output: All possible angles AngleSet
N ewSetOne ← LineSelect(SetOne);
N ewSetT wo ← LineSelect(SetT wo);
for j-th line lj in {N ewSetT wo} do
dj .f = f alse;
end
for i-th line li in {N ewSetOne} do
for j-th line lj in {N ewSetT wo} do
f1 ← IsOnSameP lane(li , lj );
f2 ← IsOverlap(li , lj );
dij ← M inDis(li , lj );
if f1 && f2 && (dij < d∗ ) && (!dj .f ) then
N ewP lane ← P laneExt(li , lj );
P laneSet.add(N ewP lane);
dj .f = true;
break;
end
end
end
for k-th plane pk in {P laneSet} do
t = k + 1;
for t-th plane pt in {P laneSet} do
f ← IsClose(pk , pt );
T empAngle ← CalAngle(pk , pt );
if f && T empAngle < LimAngle then
AngleSet.add(T empAngle);
end
end
end

coplanarity condition for all combinations of these four line
segments is satisfied. To avoid this case, two line segments
having an overlapping segment can constitute a plane. However, for two parallel walls, extracted line segments from
two parallel scans obtained in different translational heights
may incorrectly construct a plane. To avoid this case, the
minimum distance of the two line segments is calculated,
because the two line segments far from each other may form
two different walls. When all these conditions are satisfied, a
new plane is extracted from the two candidate line segments.
With the extracted planes, the angles between a plane and
its two neighbor planes can be calculated. In the previous
plane extraction process, the four corners of each plane are
obtained by projecting the four endpoints of the two line
segments onto the extracted plane. To guarantee that the two
planes are close, the minimum distance of these two planes
are obtained by calculating the distances between the four
corners of one plane and that of the other plane. Even though
all possible angles of any two close planes are obtained, only
the selected angles are stored, because the angle of the two
walls in alignment assessments is closer to true angle.
E. Inclination assessment
Ground inclination is assessed when all the previously
explained assessments are finished. This is because the
inclinometer measurement needs some time to stabilize itself
after the movements of robot system. The output of the
inclinometer is the inclination angle in X and Y axes. To have
a more accurate inclination assessment result, many groups
of inclination angles in both axes are obtained and their
average value is considered as the inclination angle at the
fixed location. Finally, the inclination status of this location
is assessed by comparing the inclination angle with a limit
inclination value which is defined based on the experimental
results in the following section.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Fig. 6: Constructed testbed with QuicaBot.

perfect walls which means without any hollowness. These
results are motivating in a way that a thermal camera is one
of the efficient ways of assessing hollowness.
When capturing the thermal images, color images are simultaneously captured. One color image with crack features
is processed in Fig. 8 where the original image is shown in
Fig. 8(a). It can be found that the cracks on the image are
quite thin and its color is quite close to the joining color and
the shadow color. By using the Algorithm 2, the extracted
features are expressed as a binary image in Fig. 8(b). The
contours of the filtered crack features are shown in Fig. 8(c),
which still includes some incorrect features. Actually, these
features can be neglected by setting a bigger threshold value.
However, the real cracks may also be removed due to this
operation. To include the real cracks as many as possible, the
threshold value must be properly set. With the increase of
experimental tests in different environments, the assessment
result can be improved by using a learning and classification
method based on the large number of images.
To check the performance of the laser scanner under
different conditions, it is individually tested with different
scanning angles by setting the inclination angle of the base

A. Assessment of a constructed testbed
To test the designed novel robot and to validate the
proposed algorithms in this paper, a testbed consisting of
two walls with a size of 2m×2m each and a floor with a
size of 2.2m×2.2m is constructed as shown in Fig. 6. The
defects of this testbed are manually generated throughout the
construction process. The angle of the two walls is manually
inspected as 91.24 degrees, and the hollow defects and cracks
are constructed at predefined positions. One flooring tile
on the ground is also constructed as a bulgy tile. These
predefined artificially generated problems on the testbed are
the ground truth data for the proposed algorithms.
Before the autonomous assessment procedure starts, the
two walls are heated for 30 seconds, and then the thermal
images are captured while the thermal camera is 1.5m far
away from the walls. The extracted contours for the thermal
images are shown in Fig. 7 and the percentages of the
hollowness areas with respect to the whole image are also
described. As can be seen from the images in Fig. 7, the
tiles with hollowness have higher temperature value than the

(a) hollowness area: 14.62%

(b) hollowness area: 23.14%

(c) hollowness area: 72.45%

(d) hollowness area: 13.25%

Fig. 7: Hollowness assessment results for the constructed
testbed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8: Crack assessment for the constructed testbed: (a)
Original image; (b) Binary image; (c) Color image with
extracted contours.

platform. For each 2D scan, two line segments are extracted
from the two scanned walls. In Fig. 9, four different cases
of evenness assessment are illustrated with a schematic diagram, experiment setup, and the average deviation value for
the two extracted line segments of 200 scans. By comparing
the average deviation of the two line segments, it can be

seen that the average deviations of wall 1 plotted with red
squares are bigger than that of wall 2 plotted with blue
dots for all these scans of each case. The average value of
the 200 deviation values for wall 1 in all four cases are
close to 4 millimeter, and that for wall 2 are smaller than 3
millimeter. Most of the deviation values of wall 2 is smaller
than 3.2 millimeter defined as a limit value in the following
assessment of the CONQUAS room.
The alignment of the two walls for the testbed is assessed
by obtaining two 2D scans at different heights. In Fig. 10,
the schematic diagram of the scanning area and an example
of a constituted plane from the extracted line segments are
shown. 22 groups of data are obtained, and the calculated
angles of the extracted planes from these data are presented
in Fig. 11. All these angle values locate from 91.3 degree
to 91.6 degree, which is closer to 91.24 degree of manual
inspection value. The average value of these 22 tests is about
91.43 degree plotted with a red dashed line.
Wall 2

Wall 1

②
①
Wall 2

Wall 1

Wall 2

Wall 1

Fig. 10: Schematic diagram for evenness assessment of two
walls (left), and an example of extracted plane (right).

Wall 2

Wall 1

(b)
Wall 2

(c)

Wall 1

(d)

Fig. 9: Evenness assessment: (a) Laser scanner is parallel
with the floor; (b) The laser scanner is mounted on a
platform with an inclination angle of 4.9 degree; (c) This
inclination angle is equal to 8.13 degree. (d) Laser scanner
is moved up about 15 centimeters with the same scanning
direction as in (d). The schematic diagram and the figures
of the experimental setup are shown in left-top and righttop respectively for each case. The average deviations of
the extracted line segments for 200 scans are shown in the
bottom.

91.6

Angle Value
Average Value

91.55
Angle (°)

(a)

The testbed ground is assessed by obtaining 1000 data
for eight locations in Fig. 12, in which the ground on the
first four locations are even. For the last four locations, the
inclinometer is put on the edges of a bulgy tile. As can be
seen from Fig. 13, both maximum and minimum inclination
angles of the first four locations in both X and Y axes are
in the limit range of 0.3 ∼ 0.8 degree. For the fifth and
the eighth location, inclination angle in X is smaller than
0.3 degree and close to 4 degree respectively because the
fifth location is on the middle of the tile and the eighth
location is on the edge having the maximum bulgy height.
The inclination values for both locations are in the limit range
because this bulgy tile has accurate location in Y axis. For the
sixth and seventh location, the inclination angles in both of X

91.5
91.45
91.4
91.35
91.3

5

10
15
Angle of two walls for testbed

20

Fig. 11: Angle of the two walls of the testbed for 22 tests.
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Fig. 12: Experimental setup for the inclination assessment of
the testbed ground in eight different locations.

and Y axes are out of the limit range. The inclination angles
in Y axis are opposite because the measurement directions
of the inclinometer are opposite. The inclination angles of
the fifth, sixth, seventh location in X axis are approximately
the same because these three locations have the same Y axis.
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Fig. 13: Maximum and minimum inclination angle of 1000
tests for each location in X (top) and Y (bottom) direction.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper proposes a novel robot for the post construction
quality assessment of newly constructed building and its
corresponding assessment algorithms with four sensors to
automatically inspect five types of defects: hollowness, alignment, evenness, alignment and inclination. The prototype is
tested in a constructed testbed to validate the robustness and
accuracy of the proposed methods. All these autonomous assessments have a closer inspection accuracy with the ones in
manual assessments. When compared to manual assessment,
the proposed assessment system has higher effectiveness
and more consistent measurement accuracy. As a future
work, a user interface will be developed to display the
assessment results, and the building information modeling
will be integrated with the assessment results to show the
defects location.
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